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What qualities do you
most value in your lady

friends?

Mary died over three and one-half years ago, thrusting me

into a post-marital stage of life. During this time, I’ve met

almost two dozen ladies. I’ve heard some astonishing tales about

their lives, and about the men they have loved and shared lives

with.

As I listen to each woman’s life story, I consider whether I

wish to spend more time with her. Likewise, she evaluates me,

deciding if I’m worth getting to know better. Before we get

serious with each other, we first must become friends. During

our socializing, we make judgments, each asking ourselves,

“Does this person have the qualities I’m looking for in a

companion?”

Sometimes, an initially promising relationship fizzles out. If

she’s the one who walks away, especially if I’m attracted to her, I
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become reflective, wondering why I’ve failed to appeal to her.

There have been times when I wished I could see myself as

others see me.

At the same time, there are traits in each woman I meet that I

value, that excite me and increase the probability of our

connecting. Listed below are some of the characteristics of a

partner that I value most.

(1) BE A COURTEOUS AND NON-CRITICAL LISTENER

When I state an opinion, express a desire, or relate an

anecdote, I hope that my narrative will be acknowledged and

appreciated, and not interrupted or criticized. If something I’ve

said is disparaged, especially an assertion I consider casual,

innocent, and non-provocative, I may rehearse future

statements in my mind before making them, wondering, “Will

she express disapproval or find fault?” Or I simply may avoid

sharing views or feelings I have, knowing she’ll criticize them.

At the same time, I must be aware of what constitutes proper

dialog and respect boundaries. Many ladies have established

limits on profanity, proper language and phrasing, or topics of

discussion that they expect to be honored.

When boundaries prevent discussion of subjects that must be

broached to get to know a partner intimately, then it takes more

time and more subtlety to reach common ground. This is a good

segue to the next quality I seek in a partner.
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(2) EXHIBIT OPENNESS

This characteristic is equivalent to honesty and candor. I’m

an open person, and I highly value the same quality in others.

I’ve had a lifetime of remarkable experiences that I’m willing to

share, with the hope that she’ll share comparable experiences

with me. A chef might say that the recipe for merging two lives

into one is: I tell a story; she tells a story; repeat.

Or, using another kitchen metaphor, you might say that

getting to know someone is like peeling back an onion. As I

remove layers that expose myself, she removes layers that reveal

her past, her interests, her fears, her expectations. That process

encourages me to talk more about my thoughts, views, and

experiences. As we share our life stories, our comfort level with

each other increases.

(3) BE PHYSICALLY ACTIVE

I prefer walking to watching television. If a lady does not or

cannot walk, she and I won’t hit it off. I often walk five or more

miles per day. With one serious exception, I believe I’m in good

shape, with a normal blood pressure and low cholesterol.

Walking is an effortless and enjoyable activity. It’s a healthy

endeavor for a lady and me to join in, as it gives us time to talk

and become better acquainted.

DIGRESSION 1 OF 2: MY HEALTH ISSUE: DIZZINESS
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Starting in perhaps June 2021, I began experiencing what I

call “dizziness.” A Kaiser neurologist, who calls it an “unsteady

gait,” took a close look at an MRI and stated that one brain slice

revealed that I may have had a stroke.

I still drive, as the dizziness is only a serious factor when I

walk.

What can make this dizziness feeling go away? I’m hoping

I’ll gradually return to normal, and, at times, it does seem less

severe. At the same time, I’m seeking further medical advice to

determine if it can be treated or reversed.

(4) BE WILLING TO TRAVEL

I love to travel, observe different cultures, meet others, and

contrast my life with theirs. I have visited all but only a handful

of states, and have set foot in over 50 countries in the world,

from Andorra to Wales. Like many, I have curtailed traveling

while the world has been combatting the COVID-19 pandemic.

However, I feel that as more people are vaccinated and case

rates decline, travel once again will be widely embraced.

Consequently, I’m hoping that it will not be long before I can

resume exploration of the world with a partner who shares my

enthusiasm for travel.

(5) HAVE MODERATE VIEWS ON RELIGION

A lady with extreme views on religion will not resonate; if

she’s a fundamentalist, espousing conservative views, or an
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evangelical, intent on converting people she meets, she

definitely will be a poor match.

On the other hand, if she’s a good and tolerant person, it

matters not if she’s atheist, agnostic, or “spiritual.” I do enjoy

discussing religion with others; however, one who lets religion

govern or drive their life decisions is not my type.

DIGRESSION 2 OF 2: AND MY VIEWS ON RELIGION?

I was raised Catholic, and I still go to weekly Mass. However,

I no longer practice the faith as I once did. Furthermore, the

pandemic has impacted the activities at church I previously was

involved in.

I question some of the doctrines of my faith. For much of my

life I’ve struggled with the incompatibility between religion and

science. (Some would say faith vs. reason.) I try to reconcile a

belief in the existence of God with the deteriorating state of the

world I see around me, and its imperfect human occupants, a

world I have been taught that He created.

Country singer Mickey Guyton, in her song “Heaven Down

Here,” says it gently and simply:

“Hey God, it’s me. I hate to be a bother, but I could use a

minute or two. Yeah, I’m just so heartbroken, disappointed in

the way this world is coming unglued. And I can’t help but

wonder, are you? If you got a little love left in your back pocket,

rain it down like pennies in this wishing well of tears. I know
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that you’re busy but if you could hear me talking, we could use a

little more heaven down here. We could use a little more heaven

down here.”

(6) BE FUN TO BE AROUND

This is a nebulous quality, one that can’t be cultivated. It’s

either there or it’s not. A fun person is usually joyful, positive,

and playful. Such a person can produce great pleasure within you

and make you happy. In that person’s presence, your heart skips

a beat.

But if I expect my partner to be joyful, I need to be the same. I

can’t be a downer, expressing negative feelings; instead, I must

be positive and happy, and show delight when I see her.

(7) EXTRA CREDIT: BE A GOOD STORYTELLER

Having lived on this planet for over 81 years, I’ve

accumulated a cornucopia of stories. My mantra is, “Everyone

has a story.” I love to hear them. I don’t criticize the storyteller,

or the tale being told. The account expands my knowledge of the

narrator, and of experiences that people have had.

My companion must be willing to hear my stories, which

may be about my life or be a retelling of tales I’ve heard. When

driving or walking, the time passes more quickly when she and I

are swapping stories.

(8) EXTRA CREDIT: BE ORGANIZED
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In private I spend a lot of my time on the computer, engaged

in organizing my past and planning my future. I admit that I’m

likely an extremist in that regard.

Although this is a talent I have, my lady friend will certainly

have social or domestic gifts that I lack.

So, I suggest we trade. She enhances my life by teaching me

one of her skills and I volunteer to help her organize some aspect

of her life, but if and only if she agrees to let me do so.

CONCLUSION

I’ve related some of the traits that in a lady friend will

resonate. But I know that what I’m seeking are not qualities but

something simple. It’s called love. What is love? Here are some

answers.

Love is knowing someone’s weaknesses and not taking

advantage of them … knowing their flaws and accepting who

they are.

Love is when you look into someone’s eyes and see their

heart.

Love is when one person knows all of your secrets … your

deepest, darkest, most dreadful secrets that no one else in the

world knows … and yet in the end that one person doesn’t think

any less of you; even if the rest of the world does.
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Love is when two people touch each other’s soul.

Love is honesty and trust and mutual respect.

Love is the connection of two hearts.

Love is the only thing in this world that covers up all the pain

and makes us feel wonderful again.


